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Bits and Bytes
Navy Rear Adm. Joseph J. Dantone, Jr.

I enjoyed meeting you all at the Town Hall
meetings. The three major issues that I took
away are:

. The JOB+ needs some (maybe a lot of)
work.

. We need to communicate the buy-out
distribution rationale better and also

ensure that the plan is sound.
. East-West grade structure could stand a
look.

I also took away the impression that DMA is
a pretty decent place to work and that you all
are, generally, enthused about what you are

doing. I think we also need to tie up any loose

ends that might remain from the reengineering
activity.

I hope that I was able to explain to you

where I think we should head in the future.
There's no way I can glet us there without your
ideas and enthusiasm.

DMA Link
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Town Hall meetings raise personnel concerns
"l want to know what you folks are

concerned about - we are all in
this together. "

- Rear Adm. Joseph J. Dantone, Jr

When Defense Mapping A,glency's union steward John

Koslin asked Rear Adm. Joseph J. Dantone, Jr. a question at

Bethesda's June town hall meeting he echoed the same

concerns heard previously in St Louis. When the Admiral

spoke to employees at Reston, he brou€ht those same

concerns into the discussion himsell right from the starl
Koslin raised two specific issues - excepted service and

buyouts.

Excepted service
Although the Director assured the audience that their

concerns would be heard, he was clear when he said that DMA

employees will be working under excepted service rules under

NIMA
The NIMA team endorsed "excepted service" in March and

they are still working on the provisions. "We hope to bring the

best of both types of service together," Dantone said.

"There used to be vast differences between the two, but
that is not so anymore," said Lee Edwards of employee

services for the Office of Personnel Managiemenl The biggest

difference, according to Edwards, is that new empioyees under

excepted service will not have career status when applying to

other federal agencies, although that will not affect employees

hired under civil service regulations. Presently, excepted

service rules cover the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Central

Intelligence Agency, General Accounting Office, Postal Service

and the Federal Aviation A€ency.

Employees under excepted service remain part of the

federal civil service. It has two parts - competifive and

excepted service. The competitive ser.uice covers organizations

which follow OPM practices for hiring while excepted service

agencies may create their own practices.

While Koslin is not concerned that the change to excepted

service will have a negative impact on employees, he wants to

make sure employees understand the differences. "Right now

we are under Tifle V protection, and that will be grandfathered

in under the new system. The union wiil still represent

employees," Koslin said.

There will be changes, however, under excepted

service. According to OPM, some agencies that have

adopted excepted service have greater flexibility for career

progression. Many do not follow the structured qualifica-

tions, education requirements and time-in-grade restric'
tions required under OPM guidelines. DMA's excepted

senuice plan is still being deveioped and there are no
clear-cut provisions on many issues.

The NIMA team recommended that Merit System

Protection Board appeal rights for NIMA be included as part

of the excepted personnel system. This would set a precedent

for an intelligence agency, and would extend these rights to

NIMA employees currently not covered by the protection

board.

Buy-olrts
"My phone has been ringing off the hook about buy-outs,"

said Koslin, who, along with many employees, wanted the buy-

outs to include lower grades for cartographers, below the GS-

13 level. But there are no plans to recommend changes to the

existing offers, according to the Comptroller Directorate.

A Department of Defense directive gives defense agencies

the authority to offer incentives to employees that will result in
net-salary savings to the agency over a two-year period. The

authority was to aid DoD components in their downsizing

efforts. This method of economizing is used to avoid reduc-

tions-in-force. Management may offer Voluntary Earb
Retirement Options without incentives if deemed appropriate.

Representatives from the Comptroller Directorate and the

Office of Human Resources work with the business units to
review skills to determine imbalances by €eographic area,

occupational series, functions and grades. Overages are

identified using current and predicted authorized levels and

cunent on-board counts.

Buyout recommendations are based upon an overall look

at DMA's proposed reductions to meet DoD mandated targets.

Lower-graded cartographers were not included in this

buy-out because the Agency wanted to minimize the impact

of the downsizing on production. Future buy-outs may inciude

lower grades and other skills, although it depends on

workload, financial posture, and the skills mix by location

required in future years, according to the Comptroller

Directorate.

As to specificjob series raised in the town halls, directorate

officials cited the case of aeronautical information specialists.

This series requires specialized flight experience and there is

no planned reduction of this skill in the near future. Therefore,

this series would not be recommended for buy-outs in this or

any other field where recruiting continues and there is no plan

to downsize.

Buy-outs are an effective way to downsize an agency -
something we are obligated to do by law prior to initiating a

reduction-in-force, Comptroller officials said. E
-by Jennifer Lafley
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JOB+ is ready

DMA's JOB+ grammar

base has now been built and

contains the Agency's unique
skills that are necessary for
JOB+ to operate. Skills
summaries have been mailed
to all who have submitted
resumes and employees are

able to see for themselves how

the skills were extracted from
their resumes by the JOB+

system.

Since May 20, certificates
for non-Global Geospatial

Information and Services
positions are being issued and
jobs filled. To date, seven

certificates have been issued

and four selections have been

made. Like all pioneering

endeavors, there are kinks to
be worked out, but overall we

are confident thai Job+ will
benefit the entire workforce.

The JOB+ team in St. Louis is

currently cleaning up employee

skills summaries and preparing

to fill GGI&S positions.

JOB+ uses the latest in docu-

ment imaging technology to scan

resumes into a computer system.

Employees don't have to fill out a

new application every time they want
to apply for a promotion or a

different job at DMA. The patented

artificial intelligence software reads

information in the application and

extracts the skills and other facts
provided. It will automatically match

employees to a position opportunity
for which they quaiifu in their
geographic area of interest. JOB+

keeps applications on file, so

employees can submit updates at any

time.
JOB+ will become the only

database in DMA to contain skills
information on the entire DMA work
force. The system will also be used

to assess training needs, identify
skilis for crisis management and

organizational alignment decisions.

Employees who fail to enroll in
JOB+ will not be considered for
promotion or competitive assignment
opportunities and may miss impor-
tant training opportunities.

Employees who absolutely
cannot provide a resume or OF-612

may submit their name, address,

home and work phone numbers, and

social security number on a paper

attached to a copy of their current
position description. JOB+ will
extract data from the current DoD
personnel data system and skills from
the position description to create the
employee's JOB+ file.

Employees will not be referred
for job consideration until they
submit a resume or OF-612. Their
JOB+ file will only be used for
realignment purposes.

Employees are encouragied to
submit resumes instead of OF-612s

because resumes allow more flexibil-
ity in describing skills. *

If you have questions or
concerns regardinf your JOB+

file. contact the JOB+ Team at
1-800-777-6104. ext. 1 145.

-by Sandy Renfrow
JOB+ team leader

Defense Mapping School
instructors conduct a
Mapping, Charting and
Geodesy for the Warrior
class at Hickam Air Force
Base, Hawaii. Sponsored by
DMA Pacific, the class
trained about 85 Defense
and Transportation
personnel. Hickam was the
last stop of the DMS Mobile
Training Team Pacific
deployment. Conducting
class are, from left: Navy
Petty Office 7st Class Todd
W. Feefe, DMA Pacific and
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Richard H.

Reece and Air Force Capt.
.loseph M. Krywany.

MC&G for the warrior

DMA Link
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Present at the signing of the Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement between the DMA and MentorPlus
Software of Aurora, Ore., are, from left: Phillip Q. Hwang, senior
sclentist in the DMA Office of Research and Technologr
Applications; then DMA Director Air Force Maj. Gen. Philip W. Nuber;
Roger Stenbock, John Laurin and Merrill McPeak of MentorPlus;
DMA Chief Scientist Walter Senus, and Kyle Everson of MentorPlus.

such as stafi facilities, data, equipment

and know-how can be provided by both
the government and the partner, but no

funds can be provided by the agency to
the partner towards the collaborative

effort This particular CRADA also has

provisions for DMA to receive royalties

from the eventual commercial sales of
the jointly developed products.

"Our DoD customers want our
commercial products to support DMA
data that they have access to. We both
win on this deal," said John Laurin, vice-

president of marketing for MentorPlus.

For Hwang, team work is the key

to this efforl
"The successfi.rl negotiation of this

CRADA is totally the result of the talent
and dedication of a team from business

units throughout DMA and the support
from their senior manaElemenl" he said.

The Technology Transfer Team

helped the ORTA put DMA on the

National Technology Transfer map,

according to Hwang. The TI"l included

members from Procurement and

Contracts, Office of the General

Counsel, Office of the Comptroller and

the Acquisition and Technologl Group.

CRADA is just one of a wide range

of "technolog5r transfers" devices the

ORTA is exploringi to form partnerships

between DMA, private industry,

academi4 other giovernment agencies

and laboratories. These mechanisms

include CRADAs, Cooperative Agree-

ments, grants, Small Business Innova-

tion Research, scientist exchange,

summer faculty and internship pro
grams. Recent developments have also

led DlvlA to pursue international
cooperative research and development

with other countries.

Hwang said that CRADA negotia-

tions with industry have been great

learning experiences for eve4rone.

"This is a beginning of a new era

for DMA research and developmenf"
General Nuber said. E

-by Jennifer Lafley
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he buzz word is "reinvent-

ing governmenf" al-

though when a successful

agreement between private industry
and government is ratified, it is just
good business. The recentiy signed
Cooperative Research and Development

Agreement (CRADA) between the

Defense Mapping Agency and

MentorPlus Software of Aurora, Ore., is
just that.

"We hope that partnership efforts

such as this will increase in the future to
benefit both industry and government "
said Air Force Maj. Gen. Philip Nuber,

then Director of DMA, at the May

signing ceremony with Rodger M.

Stenboch president of MentorPlus. The

agreement formed a partnership that
will allow commercialoff-the-shelf

application software to take digital chart
data in standard DMA format direcfly as

inpuL

The kickoff for this CRADA will
take place Juiy 15 in SL Louis when a
DMA team lead by Eric Schwarz meets

with a team from MentorPlus. The plan

is to complete the research and get the
products to market in six to nine

months.

For Phillip Q. Hwan€, senior

scientist in the Dl4A Office of Research

and Technology Applications (ORTA),

the real excitement about this CRADA is

that it is a step towards making the

Vector Product Format an industry
standard.

"We are hopeful that through
agreements like CRADAs, VPF will
become the de facto standard," Hwangi

said.

CRADAs are aglreements between

federal agencies and private companies

to jointly conduct research and

deveiopment activities. In-kind resources
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Caftographer Ken Barrows visits
second graders at Our Lady
School in Festus, Mo. His
assistant is pen pal Emily Roth.

$ twas a twist on the old tale

ffi of a message-in-a-bottle.

J&" Ironically, in the age of high
tech communications, it was a

decidedly low tech form of "air-mail"
that brought together a curious 9-

year old Festus, Mo., schoolgirl and

DMA cartographer Ken Barrows.

Their chance meeting was

recounted recently by reporter Laura
Marlow for the Jefferson Countg
Leader.

Emily Roth, a second-grade

student from Our Lady School in
Festus, last year received as a party

favor a helium balloon. Curious as to

whether a balloon could really carry

a message, she tied a note to her

balloon asking the finder to be her
pen pal. Then she set the balloon free.

DMA Link
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From there we pick-up the story
from her soon-to-be pen pal Ken

Barrows.
"l take a walk around my

neighborhood every night," he said.

"This particular evening I saw

something hanging on a tree limb,

something real colorful. It turned out
to be a deflated balloon, and taped to

the outside was a note with Emily's
name and address."

After getting her parents' okay

by phone, he wrote Emily.
"The letter he wrote her was just

fantastic," Mary Roth said. "lt
explained what the wind conditions
had to have been for the balloon to
land where it did, and was full of all
kinds of information and questions.

Emily was overjoyed."
After Emily took a few of

Barrows' letters to Our Lady School
in Festus for "Show and Tell," her

teacher asked him to visit her class

and talk about maps and mapmaking.

The 14-year DMA employee said

he didn't have to think very hard

about that request.
"I put together some materials

and went out and spent about an

hour with the second grade," he said.

"l took some stereoscopes, 3-D

viewers and some other things and

we talked about the different kinds of
maps.

"My messagle was that maps fit
an intended purpose. You wouldn't
take a road map to Lake of the

Ozarks to find your way around, or
try to use a globe to find your way to

Grandma's."
"lt was really neat," Emily said.

The visit was such a success that
Barrows was invited back this year to

speak to the third grade.

Barrows credits his DMA

superiors with helping make the
visits possible.

"l'm lucky to have a boss who

had no problem with letting me take

an afternoon off to go do the
program," he said. Since the
groundbreaking for the new DlvLA.

facility near Arnold is scheduled for
July, he might have felt this was good

public relations, too."
Barrows said he's alreadl'

looking forward to next year's visil
"I'm already thinking about rvhat

I can do to make it even more

interesting," he said.

Mary Roth sees the visits as a

real plus for the students.
"Having somebody come into

the classroom and do hands-on stutf
with the kids makes it so much more

interesting for them," she said. ''{nd

it really reinforces what the-u- learn in
c1ass."

Emily's class tvrites to Barrou's

on a refular basis, sending him
photos after his visits. ,And he and

Emily correspond regularly, exchang-

ing Christmas cards and the like.

"It was just a neat thing - a case

of serendipity." he said of his chance

encounter with Emily's helium
ambassador.

It's a chance happening Mary

Roth was glad to see take place.

"It's funny - you look for a hero

for your kids," she said. "And then
your kid sends up a balloon and

finds one." E

-by Sharon Smith



A photo finish for this team

hree years ago, a team of
cartographers from each

.#" production site was

tasked with producing a standardized
photo interpretation course for DMA.

That team has since completed its
work and designed a series of courses

to meet the needs of DMA and its
customers. The courses also target a

very specific audience - DMA
cartographers.

Team members had attended
other courses offered by the Depart-

ment of Defense, but said those did
not totally meet their needs. The

courses were geared toward recogniz-
ing troops, units and machinery
movement. The agency's cartogra-
phers needed courses designed for
feature recognition.

"Prior to our course, we learned
photo interpretation through on-the-
job training or service schools," said

course developer Steve Wheat.

"The service schools taught us to
identifu military vehicles, not carto-
graphic features," Wheat said.

Describing the basic differences

of DMA's course and DoD's, he said,

"If it moves, they teach it. If it doesn't
we teach it."

The team determined that seven

separate classes, or modules, were
needed to filI the agency's require-
ments. These modules include: basic
photo interpretation, culture, hydrog-
raphy, vegetation, physiography,

airfields and synthetic aperture radar.

"We wanted to break down the
course into manageble chunks," said

George Szigeti, another team member.

Module one, Photo Interpretation
Principles, introduces basic tenets of
electro-optical photo interpretation
and remote sensing. It includes photo

interpretation processes, elements,
problem solving and the limitations of
imagery.

The second course, cultural
features, gives the photo interpreter a
working knowledge of the placement

of manmade features and their
relationship to Mapping, Charting and

Geodesy products. The course, based

on electro-optical imagery, familiarizes
the practitioner with common
definitions and recoglnition factors for
those features.

The course is designed to help
the student identifu cultural features

faster and more accurately, along with
understanding cultural features
relationships; how climate, culture
and use affect development of cultural
features; identifuing features in
unusual locations; and how features
appear on overhead imagery.

The hydrography course helps

students to better identifu hydro-
graphic features such as rivers,
streams, shorelines and ports and to
understand the common characteris-

tics of these features.

Vegetation includes climatic
features, croplands, rangeland,
woodland and wetlands. The course

delves into the peculiarities of these

areas and their identifying features.

Module five covers physiogra-

phy. It deals with features of snow

and ice such as glaciers, tundra and
poiar ice; land forms including cliffs,

caves and volcanic topology; and

exposed surface material like ground

surfaces and soil.

The airfield course teaches

students common airfield features,

navigational aids and airfield
markings, and identifying runways,

surfaces, lighting systems, taxiways

and parking areas. The course also

shows how to determine heliports,
locate ordnance and fuel storage, and

other important features.

The final class examines

synthetic aperture radar. Students
learn radar theory, sensor operation,
sensor limitation and have class

continued on page 12
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George Szigeti briefs future instructors of photo interpretation courses.
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':,. ",:, or the first time, the
., - Defense Mapping Agency
,. has taken its maritime

message literally to sea.

To accomplish this, DMA's ally is
the "HMS" Rose, a Tall Ship making
2I porl calls in Europe and the
Caribbean now through spring 1997

with an Agency exhibit on board.
"HMS" Rose is a full-scale replica of
an 18th century British Royal Navy

24-gun frigate and the first non-
government vessel to be certified by

the U.S. Coast Guard to carry sail

trainees offshore.
Built in Nova Scotia in 1970, the

ship is operated by the Rose Founda-

tion, a non-profit educational
institution in Bridgeport, Conn., the

ship's homeport.
DMA's illuminated 4-by-5 foot

exhibit, housed in a wood and glass

case below the ship's 125-foot deck

and 13,000 square feet of canvas

sails, highlights the Agency's shift
from paper io digital products to
enhance maritime safety.

After a cold and wet three-week

Atlantic crossing, the world's largest

active wooden sailing ship arrived in
Bristol, England, in late May.

Richard Bailey, Rose's captain,

described the ship during an

interview in Boston harbor before

embarking, as a "metaphor" for
maritime history and literature.
Bailey is a long-time friend and fellow
square-rig sailor of Eric Berryman,

DMA's depu$ director for Command

Information, who secured the

invitation for the exhibit.

DMA Link
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"It is a wonderful opportunity
for us to reach out to an interna-
tional audience with a maritime
message," observed Berryman, a

retired Navy commander.
The ship has a paid crew of 20,

including seven women, and almost
as many student passengers who,
iike Anne and Rhea Cole of
Murfreesboro, Tenn., wanted to
experience an Atlantic crossing
aboard one of the world's largest tall
ships.

The Coles' adventure was

inspired by novelist Patrick O'Brien's
(himself a sponsor of Rose) sea-faring

saga, "Men of War." The "Men" in
this case are frigates like the original
HMS Rose, constructed in Hull,
England, in 1757. She was an active
player in the Seven Years War (also

known as the French and Indian
War) between England and France.
During the struggle, Georpie Wash-

ington served as one of the King's
"red coat" officers.

The U.S. Navy owes its origins
to the original HMS Rose which
blockaded the prosperous port of
Newporf R.I., in 7774, sfianglinga
lucrative traffic in smuggling.
Incensed, the Rhode Island General

Assembly petitioned the Continental
ConEiress for a national navy to
combat the Rose. Their petition
passed.

Besides navigational charts, the
modern Rose's crew has a Global
Positioning System on board along
with a cellular phone. "But we won't
be ordering out for pizza," Balley
said prior to the trans-Atlantic
voyage.

Since the dawn of the Age of
Discovery, ship crews have navigated
the world's oceans using paper

charts. The world's leader in produc-

ing paper-based hydrographic safety
products, DMA's oldest and most
widely used publication is the Notice
to Mariners. The onboard exhibit
illustrates the migration of naviga-

tional aids from a paper inventory to
the digital chart information storafe

and retrieval methods of the not-too-
distant future.

DMA's first ship-borne exhibit
was created by veteran designer
Leon Samuels, with assistance from
several of the Agency's marine
information specialists in depicting
the Agency's global role in produc-

ing hydrographic products to
enhance maritime safety.

For Samuels, who has been

designing exhibits at DMA for 23
years, the project posed several

challenges. They included the limited
space, physical protection, and

considerations of material survivabil-
ity in a saltwaterladen air environ-
ment. While the illustrations were
being designed at Bethesda, the
exhibit case was being built by a

contractor in Beltsville, Md. It was

loaded on board in Boston, the
ship's last state-side call before
sailing for Bristol, England, where
the exhibit's contents were installed.

Rose crew Andy Ellers and Darce
Couture review charts.

Rose attracted some unex-
pected publicity when she preceded

the British sailtraining ship Rogalist
up the Bristol Channel into the city's
harbor approaches. Rogalist had the
misfortune of running hard aground,

requiring the evacuation of most of
her crew and passengiers and closely
recorded by a nearby flotilla of local
and national media. Rose arrived
safely and instantly became the
center of attraction, hosting some

12,000 visitors daily during the fourday
Intemational Festival of the Sea '96.

As marine navigation enters the
new millennium, digital charts will
replace the paper charts sailors have

used for more than five centuries to
navigate the world's waterways.

DMA is pioneering the major
shift from paper to digital products,

according to chief hydrographer Jim

Ayers, and is prepared to meet
mariners' electronic charting
requirements into the 2lst century
and beyond.

The remainder of Rose's voyage

includes ports in Holland, France,

Spain and Portugal. She will winter
the 1996-97 season in the Caribbean
before coming home. ffi

-by Carl Goodman

July 8, 1996
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It's all aiuggling act
Flexible work schedules
enhance the lives of
DMA employees

Kathy Weaver frequently kisses

her husband hello and good-bye at
the same time and the same place.

The place is the Defense

Mapping Agency, St. Louis, and the
time is when they switch jobs in the
afternoon in the parking lot. While
one Weaver goes to work at DMA,
the other takes over as caretaker for

their three children, Todd, Alexandra
and Brad. Although the Weavers
prefer to work the same hours, job
demands, travel and child care

arrangiements often force them to
rearrange their schedules. Thanks to
DMA's flexible work schedule, they

DMA Link
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more time with their children-
an advanta5ie that many DMA
parents enjoy. "During TDY trips or
when our caretaker has to be off, the
flexible schedule really saves us,"
Weaver said.

Although pop psycholoEiists,

radio talk show hosts and politicians
enjoy lamenting the lack of time
families spend together, DMA
employees juggle their flexible work
hours to be with their families. And
the days when morningi tension
started with every overturned cereal

/ "You could say it
is one of our most

xuccessful programs,"

said Vietta Williams, who
monitors the program for human
resources. Williams said that 96
percent of DMA's employees use

flextime and 56 percent compressed

work schedule.

"This is the number one benefit
working here," said Debbie Maggitti
of Bethesda, who as a single mother
changed her schedule to get home
early to make her son's baseball and
hockey practices.

"My afternoons at home are
precious to me. It makes working at
DMA a real plus," she said.

Increased family time seems to
be the biggest benefit of flexible
schedules, although Sharon Hawk of
St. Louis uses her extra time to take
classes and keepup on the latest
technology. "I use my extra time to
study. It is an enhancement to my
family life and my professional life by
being able to have to time to pursue

studies and learn new things."
For Beverly Burton at DMS, the

change to 6 a.m. has benefitted both
her family and her work. She has

been able to eliminate child care

except in emergencies and to spend

extra time with her son Matt. She

also takes a graduate course via her
home computer in instructional and
performance technology. "The
flexibility has actually resulted in my
producing more work. DMA sup-
ported the change in hours, and I
wholeheartedly return the support,"
Burton said.

Not only do family members
benefit from flexible work schedules,

so does the community. Many
employees volunteer in their commu-
nities on their day off. George

Rouch of Reston runs a library
program at his daughter's elementary
school that now has over 700
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bowl or traffic jam report have

disappeared. "Thanks to flex hours, I
am not worried about arriving at a

certain set time. This allows me to be

a more well-rounded and relaxed
mother for my daughter and a better
employee at DMA," said Darlene
Goodman of Bethesda.

Kathy and Matt Weaver switch jobs while their children go along for the ride.
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Lynn Keleher juggles her time caring for her mother and her children.

St. Louis comes in early while her
husband gets their two daughters off
to school and she picks them up in
the evenings. And grandparents are

enjoying the flexibility as well. Josie

Burnett of St. Louis and Juanita
Perry of Bethesda have used their
extra afternoon time to be with their
grandchildren. Perry frequently picks

up her grandchildren at school and

takes them to her daughter's softball
games.

"It would be great if we could
take flexible schedules one more
step," said Rhonda Lee of Bethesda,

mother of two small children. Lee

would like to see more options to
allow for work at home. "Without
commutin€ time and constant
interruptions in the office, productiv-
ity could be increased. For some of
us, every minute wasted makes a real
difference in our lives," said Lee, a

visual information specialist. *

- by Jennifer Lafley
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donated books. "On my Friday's off
I am usually in the library working

- it's great to be able to be involved
in my child's life this way," Rouch
said.

DMA employees also hit the
road and take to the skies to be

with their families. Mike White of
St. Louis works a four-day 10 hour
schedule to spend long weekends
with his wife, a giraduate studenf
100 miles away.

Robert Coambes of St. Louis is

off every other Friday and spends

much of it on the road. Coambes

frequently drives 800 miles to
manage the care of elderly relatives
who are confined to nursing homes.

"My first stop is Nevada Mo., to
check on my mother, then on to
Kansas City to see an aunt and
uncle.

Verna Gifford of Bethesda
frequently uses her CWS day to fly
to Texas to be with her mother who

is recuperating from a heart attack.

Gifford also uses her day to
schedule her physical therapy.
"Without the flexible schedule, I
would have no leave," said Gifford.

Flexible schedules also help
reduce stress when employees are

coping with family illnesses. Lynn
Keieher, reEiistrar at DMS, uses the
flexible hours and compressed time
to meet increasingi family demands

between an aging mother who is on
dialysis, to church and sports
activities with her
two children.
"CWS reduced
the stress in my

life and allows
me to do the best
possible job

during my hours
at DMS," Keleher
said.

Shared
parenting
responsibilities
are a natural
result of flexible
schedules.

Sherry Kluthe of
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George Rauch spends his day off at his
daughter's school.
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exercises in feature identification
from radar imagery.

The need for these courses has

emerged to better meet requests by
DMA customers and a change in the
technology used in gathering
information.

"The ability to identify and

correctly attribute features is the
basis of product quality," explained
Tony Michaels. DCWS training
coordinator.

The course is evolving even as it
is beginning. The team began

designing an autotutorial program

that will be available for individual
use.

"This will handle cases when
there are only one or two people who
need the training," Greg Bushur said.

"This soft copy program will take
care of them."

More than 400 cartographers
have taken the Photo Interpretation
Courses since they started in
February.

The Process Improvement Office
is responsible for the curriculum and
classes. For more information,
employees should contact the
training coordinator for their
respective business units. S

-by Don Kusturin

Book collection a hit for Reading Gonnection

early 1,000 books were
collected and distributed
to 300 children at Sigel

School in St. Louis, thanks to the
gienerosity of DMA employees.

The books were distributed by

members of the DMA St. Louis
Reading Connection Program. The
program served students in kinder-
garten through third grade.

Each Reading Connection giroup

had a member of its team select
books for each child. Additional
boxes of books were presented to
teachers to set up libraries in the
classrooms.

The oriSinal idea for the book
drive was sugiEiested by Sharon Kish,

a volunteer for the Reading Connec-

tion. Kish thought that while
employees were spring cleaning, it
was the perfect time to ask them to
donate their old children's books.

"l thought it would be a great

way to end the school year, to hand
each of the kids a book that was

their very own," Kish said.

The book drive got help from
members of the Agency's Aeronauti-
cal Information Libraqr.

"We didn't do it alone. We got a

lot of help from friends and employ-
ees in other areas," said office chief
Sharon Burnham. "We want people

to know we appreciated all their
help." ffi

-by Sharon Smith Holly Roberls hands out books
to students.
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DMA produces video of
airport approach

The Defense Mapping Agency's

Joint Staff Customer Support Team at
the Pentagon has produced a short
video tape showing the approach to the
airport in Dubrovnik, Croatia.

The tape was produced on the
terrain visualization system (TVS) with
DMA-processed imagery and elevation
data, said fumy Lt. Col. Lloyd Carmack,
one of DMA's customer support
officers to the Joint Staff. TVS provides

simulated flyovers, tailored to the
user's needs, on a computer monitor as

the user manipulates a control panel.

Air Force Vice Chief of Staff Gen.

Thomas S. Moorman Jr. requested the
Dubrovnik video as part of the after-
action report of the crash of Secretary
of Commerce Ron Brown's aircraft at
Dubrovnik, Carmack said.

The Joint Staff Customer Support
Team is the only customer support
team with a deployed TVS system, part

of a research and development project

of DMA's Acquisition and Technology
Group.

TVS was originally placed in
operation at the Joint Staff when the
former JCS Chairman, Army Gen. Colin
Powell, requested a terrain visualiza-
tion system, Carmack said.

"lt is now used routinely to provide

simulated flyovers, create video tapes

and provide black and white prints of
the computer screen," Carmack said.

Customers include the Joint Stafl
military services, chief of the Defense

Intelligence Agency and Office of the

Secretary of Defense.

NPIC Data System now
available at DMA

The National Photographic
Interpretation Center Data System is

now available at DMA production sites.

The system is classified TOP SECRET
and users are Sranted limited read-oniy
access based on their individual need
to know.

The NDS is NPIC's primary target
expioitation database, and is available
to DMA via DoD's Joint Worldwide
Intelligence Communication System
(Jwrcs).

Five NDS workstations have been

installed in St. Louis, where point
target products are generated. A single
workstation has been installed in
Bethesda and another in Reston.

Cartogiraphers from the Source
Management Division are scheduled
for a week of training on the NDS at
NPIC in Washington, D.C.

"A lot of crisis applications will be

affected by this new capability," said

Joe Ryan, JWICS manager in Bethesda.

DMA pravides support
far war crimes tribunal

Members of the Federal Agencies
Branch of the Operations Group's
Customer Support Division (OGCF)

recently met with the U.S. State
Department to coordinate support for
the Office of the Prosecutor of the War
Crimes Tribunal. As reported in the
press, 52 suspects have been indicied
to stand trial before the Hague
Tribunal for war crimes during the
conflict in Bosnia.

"The State Department is tasked
with collecting various types of data,

including geospatial data, to have

ready for the OTP to use in the trials,"
said Navy Lt. Cmdr. Dianne Edson of
OGCF,

DMA produced a prototype
graphic that incorporated aerial photos

of suspected mass burial sites and
detention camps.

Correctian

The cover photo ofthe June24
Link featured two instructors from the
Defense Mapping School demonstrat-
ing the wearable computer. One of the
instructors was mis-identified. His

correct name is Army Staff Sgt. Jeffrey
Bonnette.

HR unveils tool to speed
communication

Human Resources has unveiled a
new, easy-to-use system to help
employees access information quickly
when they need to do business with HR.

Copies of the Human Resources
Pilot-Nau ig atin g Th r o ug h the
Channek-have been provided to
supervisors and administrative
personnel. The booklet uses tabs called
"flashcards" that are easy and informa-
tive on such topics as personnel

actions and automated systems. An
employee benefits section will be

available in July. The booklet will be

available on the Internet eventually.
The booklet is organized to help

users find the right personnel informa-
tion they need and a key piece of
information - who to contact for
additional information. There will also

be an "how do I?" section to help the
user access the right information.

Employees will eventually be able
to access the system either by using a
kiosk or by working at a desktop
computer. In the future, the system will
be accessible to everyone at DMA. E

July 8, 1996
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George Sakaguchi, a retired
Defense Mapping Agency cartoglra-

pher and a leader in the Japanese-

American community in St. Louis,

died recently of an apparent heart

attack.

Sakaguchi retired from the

Agency in 1979. He was a former
president of the Japanese-American

Citizens League, and was on the
boards of the International Institute

of Metropolitan St. Louis and the

National Conference of Christians

and Jews. He also was a volunteer
with the American Red Cross, the A

World of Difference program and

the United Way of Greater

St. Louis.

Sakaguchi helped raise funds
to build a monument in Jerome,

Ark., to recognize the site where he

and other Japanese-Americans were

held in an internment camp in
World War II. After his release from
the camp at the end of the war, he

served for five years in the Army.

From 1950 to 1974, he served in

the Missouri Air National Cuard,

retiringi as a lieutenant colonel.

He is survived by his wife,

Betty, a daughter, Susan Sheridan,

and a grandson. d
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